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Before nightfall on 22 June 1941, the first day of Hitler's invasion of the Soviet Union, the Seventh Panzer Division of the attacking Army Group Center encountered armed Soviet civilians who ambushed German vehicles and soldiers. During the first forty-eight hours of the invasion, at least two members of the division had been killed and several wounded, while fifteen guerrillas were shot in battle or summarily executed.¹ The partisan war in the central USSR had claimed its first victims.

An unresolved question of that conflict, however, remains: how many victims were there? How many casualties did the Soviet partisans inflict on German and satellite forces, and how many partisans, "suspects," and hostages died at the hands of the Germans? Estimates of Marxist and Western historians vary wildly on these matters. The Soviet official history claims a total of 1.5 million enemy soldiers, civil officials, and "traitors" put out of action by partisans, one-third of whom fell in Belorussia.² The standard Western study of the Soviet partisans, however, estimates the partisans inflicted only 35,000 total casualties, only half of whom were Germans,³ while a recent account places German and satellite losses at 45,000 "killed."⁴ The number of Russians killed in the course of German anti-partisan operations likewise varies considerably according to the source: Soviet histories acknowledge a loss of 25,000 partisans killed in action in Belorussia, and offer the amazingly precise figure of 1,409,225 civilian victims of the German occupation of the

---

same area; Western estimates range from Gerald Reitlinger’s 250,000 to Alexander Werth’s one million.

Disparate as all of these estimates and calculations are, they share a common problem: none review the data bases which produced them. The Soviet estimates presumably derive from records in Soviet archives, but these—save for some documentary publications—are unavailable to Western scholars. The latter have utilized the voluminous German operational records seized by the Allies and largely microfilmed by the National Archives prior to restitution to the German Federal Republic, yet no systematic examination of that data has appeared. What might such an examination, supplemented by published documentation from Soviet archives, reveal? Whose estimates would be strengthened, weakened, or possibly reconciled? The purpose of this article is to answer these questions.

As the volume of material precludes a detailed treatment of all German-occupied Soviet territory, our study will focus upon the central sector, comprising Belorussia and the western Russian Socialist Federal Soviet Republic (RSFSR). This concentration on the stronghold of the partisans also permits comparisons with the data presented in recent Soviet documentary publications concerning occupation policy and guerrilla warfare in this area.
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